06:46 Burglary
Occurred at Miracosta College on Barnard Dr. CSO Tremblay rec a 10-21 from a contractor that their trailer bldg was broken into. NFD. Disposition: Report to Follow.

07:06 Suspicious Circumstances
Occurred at Tennis Courts on Barnard Dr. Observed a WMA/5'6/thin build/wearing blk sweat pants/shirtless taking a shower on the portable bathrooms/sink at the tennis courts. There were also clothes and items on the floor next to him. Disposition: Information Only.

07:11 Power Outage
Occurred at Miracosta College on Barnard Dr. *Delay entry occured on 5/2/21. Notes taken from CSO Blunts. "Power outage on main campus. During my patrol I heard OPD put out a call for a collision at RDO near Glaser. I headed that direction to find a white Honda that was wrecked. I made sure first aid was not needed. Driver took out a green power transformer box which caused us to lose power on campus. Driver was shaken but claimed that he was ran off the rode. OPD arrived shortly after I did." Disposition: Information Only.

16:37 Miscellaneous
Officer initiated activity at Lot SEC-4, Manchester Av, Encinitas. Approached by worker for Pete's Flat Fix repairing a tire on a contractor tractor who stated a neighbor of the SEC campus had shouted at him for the noise. Disposition: Information Only.

12:26 Attempt Suicide Threat Only
Occurred at Lot OC-2A on Barnard Dr. OPD Units will be on campus checking for a 11-45 subj subj is Zachary Boyer/WMA/32 YO/5'11/170/blonde/blue driving a white/2017/chevy/silverado/CA 17967J2 subj threatened to jump off a bridge according to the child's mother. Disposition: Assisted.

19:00 Incomplete Phone Call
Officer initiated activity at Callbox Lot OC-5B, Barnard Dr, Oceanside. Received (E-911) from phone#. Disposition: Unfounded.

21:11 Public Assist
Occurred at Miracosta College on Barnard Dr. Req 1000 building be locked and alarmed as she is leaving (unable to do so herself). Disposition: Assisted.

17:46 Public Assist
Officer initiated activity at Miracosta College, Barnard Dr, Oceanside. STAFF MEMBER DEPARTING, NEEDS ALARM SET. Disposition: Assisted.

17:19 Suspicious Circumstances
Officer initiated activity at Lot OC-3C, Barnard Dr, Oceanside. Flagged down in lot 3C regarding susp activity possible abandoned dog. POSSIBLE RED TOYOTA PU INVOLVED. Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

13:10 Noise
Officer initiated activity at Community Learning Center, Mission Av, Oceanside. Delay Entry* Notes taken from P6 ebrief "A neighbor who lives in the apartments next door to the college complained about the noise from the tractor backing up. He wanted to talk to the person in charge. I pointed him to the superintendent's office. The neighbor spoke to one of the foremen and was code 4." Disposition: Advised.

07:02 Noise
Occurred on Strawberry Pl. RP contacted OPD twice reference construction noise @ 0432 hours and 0608 hours. RP wants to file noise complaint. CSO Tremblay checked reference the first complaint and advised that there were two electricians in a closed building - the noisiest equipment they were using was a drill; they also did not have any trucks on scene that could make excessive noise. from OPD, who provided the information, advised that this is the same caller that she advised us of previously. Disposition: Advised.

13:39 Non Injury Accident
19:24  Public Assist  
Occurred at Miracosta College on Barnard Dr. RP's keyfob won't set the alarm and she is the last one to leave the building. RP is not standing by. Disposition: Assisted.

12:21  Missing Person  
Occurred at Motel 6 on Plaza Dr. Missing at Risk. Motel 6 (3708 Plaza Dr). LS approx 20 min ago...suffers from schizophrenia/GOA on foot. LS 5 min prior to TOC @ 1151 hours. Disposition: BOLO.

10:37  Incomplete Phone Call  
Occurred at Miracosta College on Barnard Dr. Hangup on c6911. on cb rp adv it was accidental. Disposition: Cancel Call.